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Abstract

1.

Task based programming models (e.g., Cilk, Intel TBB,
X10, Java Fork-Join tasks) simplify multicore programming in contrast to programming with threads. In a task
based model, the programmer specifies parallel tasks and
the runtime maps these tasks to hardware threads. The runtime automatically balances the load using work-stealing
and provides performance portability. However, interference
between parallel tasks can result in concurrency errors.
This paper proposes a dynamic analysis technique to detect atomicity violations in task parallel programs, which
could occur in different schedules for a given input without
performing interleaving exploration. Our technique leverages the series-parallel dynamic execution structure of a task
parallel program to identify parallel accesses. It also maintains access history metadata with each shared memory location to identify parallel accesses that can cause atomicity violations in different schedules. To streamline metadata
management, the access history metadata is split into global
metadata that is shared by all tasks and local metadata that
is specific to each task. The global metadata tracks a fixed
number of access histories for each shared memory location that capture all possible access patterns necessary for an
atomicity violation. Our prototype tool for Intel Threading
Building Blocks (TBB) detects atomicity violations that can
potentially occur in different interleavings for a given input
with performance overheads similar to Velodrome atomicity
checker for thread based programs.

Programming with tasks is an abstraction for developing
performance portable programs for multicore processors. In
a task based programming model, the programmer specifies tasks and the runtime maps these tasks to underlying
hardware threads. Task based models facilitate performance
portable code (i.e., scalable performance with the increase in
the number of hardware cores) because the runtime balances
the load with work stealing. Some popular examples of languages and frameworks for writing task parallel programs
are Cilk [14], X10 [7], Java fork-join extensions [16], Intel
Threading Building Blocks [29], and Habanero Java [6].
Interference between two tasks executing in parallel can
cause errors such as data races and atomicity violations similar to thread-based programs. A data race exists between two
parallel tasks if two tasks can logically execute in parallel,
access the same location, and at least one of the accesses is a
write. Some of these data races can violate the programmer
intended atomicity specifications. The use of synchronization in tasks (e.g., to avoid races) can also result in atomicity
violations even when the program is free of data races. In
this paper, we focus our attention on detecting atomicity violations in programs with and without data races.
A common specification of atomicity is conflict serializability [3, 12]. The execution trace of operations performed
by parallel tasks is conflict serializable if the trace can be
transformed into an equivalent serial trace by commuting adjacent non-conflicting operations of parallel tasks. A serial
trace is obtained by concatenating the traces of the individual tasks [1]. In task-based programs, programmers expect
regions of code without any task management constructs to
be conflict serializable.
Our approach is motivated by prior research on data race
detectors for fork-join programs [9, 10, 22, 27, 28], which
detect data races for a given input without performing interleaving exploration. They identify simultaneous read and
write operations executed by distinct tasks that can execute in parallel using the dynamic series-parallel execution
graph. These techniques detect all data races for a given input in the absence of locks or critical sections. When tasks
use locks, these techniques detect races in a given trace.
Nondeterminator-2 [9] detects races for a given input in the
presence of locks for a class of programs with commutative
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Introduction

critical sections (Abelian programs). It maintains a history of
all dynamic accesses performed by parallel tasks and checks
this history on each access to determine if a race is feasible
in the current trace and in other schedules [9].
Inspired by these approaches for race detection, our goal
is to detect atomicity violations by designing appropriate
metadata and by leveraging the dynamic execution structure
of a task parallel execution. Given a program with atomicity annotations, we propose to maintain a history of dynamic memory accesses performed by various tasks with
each shared memory location. Our proposed technique determines if memory accesses performed by potentially parallel tasks are conflict serializable using the access history.
The access history can be used to determine if there exists
two accesses by the same task and an interleaving access by
a parallel task that results in an atomicity violation. We also
observe that it is not necessary to maintain access history
for every dynamic memory access. We show that atomicity
violations, both in an execution trace and in other possible
schedules for a given input, can be detected by maintaining
a small number of access history entries that capture all possible ways in which an atomicity violation can occur.
To streamline the implementation of the metadata space,
we split the access history metadata with each shared memory location between a global metadata space and a local metadata space. The global metadata space maintains
twelve access history entries for each shared memory location. Among these twelve access history entries, eight of
them capture the four different kinds of two-access patterns
performed by tasks to a shared memory location (i.e., readread, read-write, write-write, and write-read operations performed by the same task). The atomicity of these two-access
patterns can be violated by an interleaving parallel access by
a different task. To track such accesses, the other four access
history entries capture the two distinct read operations and
two distinct write operations performed by different tasks
that can execute in parallel. The local metadata space with
each task maintains the first read and first write to a location
by that task. When a task performs more than one memory
access to a memory location, the access history entries corresponding to these accesses — one from the local metadata
space entry and other for the current access — are updated
in the global metadata space if that access pattern has not
already been recorded in the global space (see Section 3.2).
Hence, the local metadata space acts as an interim buffer to
hold information about the first access by a task until it performs the second access.
To detect atomicity violations with locks, the access history entry in the local metadata space also maintains information about the set of locks held by a task before the memory access. We also provide a unique name to a lock when
it is released and re-acquired by the same task (see Section 3.3). The access history corresponding to two accesses
performed by a task is updated in the global space only when
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Figure 1: A task parallel program with three tasks, T1, T2, and
T3. The regions of code without any synchronization constructs are
labeled S11, S12, S2, and S3.

the intersection of the set of locks held by the two accesses
is empty (i.e., the accesses occur in two different critical sections).
The proposed approach detects both single- and multiplevariable atomicity violations. When multiple locations are
required to be accessed atomically, our approach provides
the same metadata to all those locations. The proposed technique is sound (i.e., it detects all atomicity violations in a
given trace) and is precise (i.e., it reports no false positives).
Our technique is complete, provided the execution trace observed by the dynamic analysis contains all shared memory
operations that can possibly occur in other interleavings for
a given input.
We have built a prototype tool for detecting atomicity
violations for task parallel programs written with the Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) library. Our technique
successfully detects all errors in our test suite exercising various kinds of atomicity violations. The prototype’s performance overheads are comparable to the Velodrome atomicity checker for threaded programs [12], which detects atomicity violations in a given trace. In contrast to Velodrome,
our technique detects atomicity violations that could possibly occur in different interleavings for a given input.

2.

Dynamic Program Structure Tree

In this section, we describe prior research on using the execution structure of a task parallel program to check if two
accesses can logically occur in parallel [28], which we use
in our approach. We say two accesses by different tasks can
logically execute in parallel if there exists a schedule where
these accesses are performed in parallel even though the observed execution does not have a parallel access.
Consider the example task parallel program in Figure 1.
We illustrate task creation with the spawn statement. Task
T1 creates two tasks T2 and T3. Prior research on data race
detection for fork-join programs determined that the exe-
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procedure BASIC ATOMICITY C HECKER(l, Si , A)
AH ← M etadata(l)
for all p ∈ AH do
if N ode(p) == Si then
for all q ∈ AH \ p do
Sj = N ode(q)
r = hSi , Ai
if P ar(Si , Sj )&& !Serialize(r, p, q) then
Report Atomicity Violation
M etadata(l).append(hSi , Ai)
return

F11
S11

F12
A2

S2

S12

A3

S3

Figure 2: DPST for the sample task parallel program in Figure 1 after it has executed all the statements. There are four step
nodes (S11, S12, S2, S3) in total in the DPST. The step nodes S11
and S12 belong to task T1. The step nodes S2 and S3 belong to tasks
T2 and T3, respectively. The step node S2 is a child of async node
A2 because S2 is executed by task T2. Similarly, the step node S3
is a child of async node A3 because S3 is executed by task T3. The
step nodes S2 and S3 can occur in parallel because the LCA(S2,
S3) is F12 and the left child of F12 is an async node and it is an
ancestor of S2.

Figure 3: Basic algorithm to check atomicity violations on memory access to location l by the step node Si with access type A.
M etadata(l) function returns the access history associated with
location l. N ode(p) returns the step node of access history p.
P ar(Si , Sj ) returns true if the step nodes Si and Sj in the DPST
can execute in parallel. Serialize(r, p, q) returns false when r, p,
and q form an unserializable triple.

the path from a node to the root and left-to-right ordering of
the siblings do not change. The DPST’s construction ensures
that two distinct step nodes S1 and S2 (let’s assume S1 is
to the left of S2 ) are in parallel if the least common ancestor (LCA) of S1 and S2 has an immediate child A that is an
async node and is also an ancestor of S1 .
Figure 2 presents the DPST after all tasks and instructions
in the program in Figure 1 have executed. The step nodes S2
and S12 can occur in parallel since the LCA(S2, S12) is
F12 and its left child is an async node. Similarly, S2 and
S3 can occur in parallel. However, step nodes S11 and S2
cannot occur in parallel since the LCA(S11, S2) is F11 and
its left child that is also an ancestor of S11 is S11, which is
not an async node. Similarly, step nodes S12 and S3 cannot
occur in parallel.
Next, we describe the detection of atomicity violations
with appropriate metadata leveraging the DPST.

cution of a task parallel program results in a series parallel graph [9, 10, 22], which can be used to find races in
other schedules not encountered in the current execution
trace. Unfortunately, the program has to be executed serially,
which results in performance overheads.
Raman et al. [28] proposed an approach to check whether
two accesses can logically execute in parallel without resorting to a serial execution. Their key contribution is in representing the execution as an ordered tree, which is called
the Dynamic Program Structure Tree (DPST), to capture the
series-parallel relationships among tasks. DPST can handle
both spawn-sync constructs in Cilk/Intel TBB and asyncfinish constructs in Habanero Java [26, 28]. Two accesses
can execute in parallel if the least common ancestor of the
nodes corresponding to the two accesses have certain properties, which we describe below.
The DPST has three kinds of nodes. First, a maximal
sequence of instructions executed by a task without any
task management constructs is represented by a step node.
All computation and data accesses occur in the step nodes.
Hence, every data access has a corresponding step node associated with it. These step nodes are always leaves in a
DPST. Second, async nodes capture the spawning of a task
by a parent task. An async node executes asynchronously
with the remainder of the parent task. Third, a finish node
is created when a task spawns a child task and waits for the
child (and its descendents) to complete. A finish node is the
parent of all async, finish and step nodes directly executed by
its children or their descendants. All siblings of a node in a
DPST are ordered from left to right to reflect the left-to-right
sequencing of computations of their parent task.
The DPST is constructed such that all inner nodes are either async or finish nodes and all leaf nodes are step nodes.
Although the nodes are added to the DPST during execution,

3.

Our Approach

We propose an approach to detect atomicity violations that
can occur in other schedules for a given input by maintaining appropriate metadata and by leveraging the DPST. In a
task parallel program, some atomicity violations are necessary (e.g., spin based synchronization operations). Hence,
the programmer provides annotations to specify the memory location (or a group of memory locations) that needs
to be accessed atomically by a task. Initially, we describe
the basic approach (Section 3.1) for detecting atomicity violations in task parallel programs that do not use synchronization operations. In such scenarios, locations involved in
atomicity violations are also data races. However, all data
races are not atomicity violations. We optimize the basic approach by splitting the access history metadata into global
metadata and local metadata (Section 3.2) and by handling
synchronization operations (Section 3.3).
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Figure 4: Access patterns that are not conflict serializable. Accesses A1 and A3 are performed by the same step node in a task and
A2 is performed by a step node in a parallel task.
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Accesses by the same task

Three accesses that form an unserializable triple

Figure 5: Execution trace of the program in Figure 1. The access
3.1

history metadata for memory location X is shown after executing
each statement in the trace. Although the trace does not have an
atomicity violation, the access history metadata enables the detection of atomicity errors that can occur in a different schedule. The
step nodes S2 and S3 can execute in parallel.

Basic Approach

To detect potential atomicity violations that can occur in different schedules for a given input without interleaving exploration, our approach needs to (1) identify tasks that can
logically execute in parallel, (2) identify multiple accesses
to the same location by a task, and (3) identify an interleaving access from a task that can logically execute in parallel (even though the current trace may not exhibit such an
access) and results in a trace that is not conflict serializable.
Figure 3 provides the basic algorithm for detecting atomicity violations. We construct the dynamic program structure
tree (DPST) when the task parallel program executes as described in Section 2. We perform a least common ancestor
query on the DPST to determine if two accesses can logically execute in parallel.
To detect atomicity violations that can possibly occur in
different schedules, our approach maintains access histories for each memory location. The access history associated with each location is a list of entries where each entry
contains the step node performing the access and the access
type. On a memory access to a location l by step node Si , we
check if there is a prior access performed by the same step
node along with another access by a logically parallel step
node Sj , which results in an atomicity violation.
Conflict serializability. Building on prior work [12],
we detect atomicity violations by checking whether the access history violates conflict serializability. Given three accesses (A1, A2, and A3) in the access history, where A1 and
A3 are performed by the same step node and A2 is performed
by a step node executing in parallel, we check whether these
three accesses are conflict serializable. The three accesses
are conflict serializable if we can obtain a serial trace by
reordering non-conflicting operations [1]. Two accesses are
in conflict if and only if they access the same memory location, they belong to two different step nodes in distinct
tasks, and at least one of them is a write. Figure 4 identifies
the access patterns involving three accesses that are conflict
serializable [19].

Figure 3 presents the algorithm to check atomicity violations on access to location l. It identifies two other prior
accesses (p and q) that access the same location, where one
of them is executed by the same step node and the other is
executed by another parallel step node. It detects atomicity
violations by checking conflict serializability of the current
access with two prior accesses.
Figure 5 illustrates the basic approach for the task parallel program in Figure 1. The programmer specifies that
all accesses to memory location X in a step node should be
atomic. The trace observed during the execution is shown in
Figure 5, which does not have atomicity violations as all operations of the step nodes S2 and S3 are executed together.
However, our access history metadata keeps track of all dynamic accesses and detects that there are two operations in
the step node S2 that access the same memory location, S3
also accesses the same location, and these three accesses
form an unserializable triple.
Restrictions. Our approach detects all atomicity violations for a given input (i.e., complete) provided the execution trace has all the shared memory operations (possibly in
different orders) executed by different interleavings. This requirement can be violated when (1) a conditional branch or
the structure of the execution graph depends on a racy access and (2) conditional branches are present within blocks
of code protected by synchronization.
3.2

Metadata Organization for Optimized Detection

The access history metadata in the basic approach described
earlier is proportional to the number of dynamic memory
accesses, which is checked on every memory access. Further, different locations will have different amounts of meta-
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procedure H ANDLE F IRSTACCESS(l, Si , A)
t ← T ask(Si )
if A == read then
GS(l).R1 = hSi , readi
LSt (l).R = hSi , readi
else
GS(l).W1 = hSi , writei
LSt (l).W = hSi , writei
return

procedure O PTATOMICITY C HECKER(l, Si , A)
t ← T ask(Si )
if GS(l) == ∅ and LSt (l) == ∅ then
HandleF irstAccess(l, Si , A)
return
if GS(l) 6= ∅ and LSt (l) == ∅ then
HandleF irstAccessCurrentT ask(l, Si , A)
return
if GS(l) 6= ∅ and LSt (l) 6= ∅ then
HandleN onF irstAccess(l, Si , A)
return

Figure 7: This algorithm updates the global metadata (GS) and
local metadata (LS) on first access to location l by any task with
access type A, which is either a read or a write.

Figure 6: High level structure of atomicity checking with fixed size
metadata. On each access to location l by task t, we check whether
it is the first access to the global metadata space (GS) or the local
metadata space LSt and take appropriate actions. The algorithms
for HandleFirstAccess, HandleFirstAccessCurrentTask,
and HandleNonFirstAccess are presented in Figure 7, Figure 8,
and Figure 9, respectively.

In addition to the global access history metadata, each
task also maintains per-task local metadata that maintains
information about its first read and write operation to a location. When multiple parallel tasks have performed one access to a location, we do not know if these tasks will perform
another access to the same location in the future that would
form a two-access pattern. The local metadata space acts as
an interim buffer to hold information about the first access
until we find the second access. We update the global metadata space when we find a two-access pattern if that accesspattern has not already been encountered or the access history entry for the pattern in the global space is performed by
a task that executes in series with the current task. In summary, we maintain global metadata (GS) that stores twelve
access histories and per-task local metadata (LSt ) that stores
two access histories with each location.

data, which necessitates dynamic allocation and complicated
management of the metadata space. We make the observation that it is not necessary to maintain access history information for all dynamic memory accesses to a location. We
can detect atomicity violations when we capture enough information to reason about all unserializable triples shown in
Figure 4. An atomicity violation involves three accesses: two
accesses from a single task and one interleaving access from
a parallel task. Hence, we propose to maintain access history
metadata that remembers distinct two-access patterns (readread, read-write, write-read, and write-write operations by
a task) with every shared memory location. The atomicity
of the two-access pattern can be violated by an interleaving
parallel access. Hence, we propose to maintain single-access
patterns (i.e., read and write operations) along with the twoaccess patterns as metadata.
3.2.1

3.2.2

Metadata Propagation and Checking

In this section, we describe when the global and the local
metadata space is updated and checked. Figure 6 provides a
high level overview of our algorithm. It updates and checks
metadata depending on whether the access is: (1) the first
access to a location by any task, (2) the first access by the
current task but has been accessed by other tasks, or (3) is a
repeated access to a memory location that has been already
accessed by the current task. We will use Figure 10 as a
running example to illustrate metadata updates and checks.

Global and Local Metadata

To streamline the implementation of the access history metadata, we split it into global metadata and local metadata. The
global metadata for each memory location is shared by all
tasks. The global access history metadata contains twelve
access history entries for each shared memory location, corresponding to the four distinct two-access patterns (readread, read-write, write-read, and write-write operations performed by the same task) along with access histories for the
two distinct read and two distinct write operations. Each
access history entry contains information about the step
node and the type of the access. We use the following notation to refer to single-access patterns in the global metadata
space for location l: GS(l).R1 , GS(l).R2 , GS(l).W1 , and
GS(l).W2 . We refer to the two-access patterns with the following notation: GS(l).RR (read-read), GS(l).RW (readwrite), GS(l).W W (write-write), and GS(l).W R (writeread).

First access. When a shared memory location is accessed
for the first time by any task and there is no entry either in the
local or the global space, the algorithm updates the singleaccess pattern in the global metadata space and the first read/write information in the local metadata space as shown in
Figure 7. In Figure 10, statement 1 in step node S11 performs the first access to location X. Hence, the single-access
pattern in the global metadata space (i.e., GS(X).W1 ) and
the first write entry in the local metadata space of task T1 is
updated as shown in Figure 10.
First local access with prior accesses by other tasks. In
the second case, the location l has been accessed by other
tasks but is the first access by the current task. Hence, the
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1: procedure H ANDLE F IRSTACCESS C URRENT TASK(l, Si , A)
2:
t ← T ask(Si )
3:
if A == read then
4:
LSt (l).R = hSi , readi
5:
Check(GS(l).W W, LSt (l).R)
6:
if GS(l).R1 == ∅ or !P ar(GS(l).R1 , Si ) then
7:
GS(l).R1 = hSi , readi
8:
else if GS(l).R2 == ∅ or !P ar(GS(l).R2 , Si ) then
9:
GS(l).R2 = hSi , readi
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

1: procedure H ANDLE N ON F IRSTACCESS(l, Si , A)
2:
t ← T ask(Si )
3:
if A == read then
4:
if LSt (l).R 6= ∅ and !P ar(GS(l).RR, Si ) then
5:
GS(l).RR = [LSt (l).R, hSi , readi]
6:
Check(GS(l).RR, GS(l).W1 )
7:
Check(GS(l).RR, GS(l).W2 )
8:
9:
10:
11:

else
LSt (l).W = hSi , writei
Check(GS(l).W W, LSt (l).W )
Check(GS(l).RW, LSt (l).W )
Check(GS(l).RR, LSt (l).W )
Check(GS(l).W R, LSt (l).W )
if GS(l).W1 == ∅ or !P ar(GS(l).W1 , Si ) then
GS(l).W1 = hSi , writei
else if GS(l).W2 == ∅ or !P ar(GS(l).W2 , Si ) then
GS(l).W2 = hSi , writei
return

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

Figure 8: Metadata updates and checks on the first access by step
node Si to location l that has been accessed by other tasks. We
check if the current access can cause atomicity violations with two
access patterns in the global space. We update the global and the
local metadata space as shown above. The Check function takes
access histories corresponding to a two-access pattern and the current access and checks if they form an unserializable triple. The Par
function checks if the two step nodes corresponding to the access
histories of its arguments can occur in parallel.

25:
26:
27:

if LSt (l).W 6= ∅ and !P ar(GS(l).W R, Si ) then
GS(l).W R = [LSt (l).W, hSi , readi]
Check(GS(l).W R, GS(l).W1 )
Check(GS(l).W R, GS(l).W2 )
if !P ar(GS(l).R1 , Si ) or !P ar(GS(l).R2 , Si ) then
GS(l).(R1 or R2 ) = hSi , readi
else
if LSt (l).R 6= ∅ and !P ar(GS(l).RW, Si ) then
GS(l).RW = [LSt (l).R, hSi , writei]
Check(GS(l).RW, GS(l).W1 )
Check(GS(l).RW, GS(l).W2 )
if LSt (l).W 6= ∅ and !P ar(GS(l).W W, Si ) then
GS(l).W W = [LSt (l).R, hSi , writei]
Check(GS(l).W W, GS(l).W1 )
Check(GS(l).W W, GS(l).W2 )
Check(GS(l).W W, GS(l).R1 )
Check(GS(l).W W, GS(l).R2 )
if !P ar(GS(l).W1 or W2 , Si ) then
GS(l).(W1 or W2 ) = hSi , writei
return

Figure 9: Metadata propagation and checking on an access to location l that has been previously accessed both by the current step
node Si and by other tasks. Since the current step node has performed at least two accesses, the algorithm checks if their atomicity can be violated by global access histories: R1 , R2 , W1 , and W2
using the Check function. We use the notation GS(l).W W to refer to access histories capturing the write-write pattern in the global
space for location l. The two access pattern is a list of two access
history entries. We use the notation [LSt (l).R, hSi , readi] to refer
to the new two access pattern created using the access history in the
local space LSt (l).R and the access history corresponding to the
current access hSi , readi.

local metadata space does not have an entry for location l but
there is an access history entry in the global metadata space.
The only way the current access can result in an atomicity
violation is if it forms an unserializable triple with the twoaccess patterns in the global metadata space.
If the current access is a read operation, then we check
whether the access histories corresponding to the write-write
access pattern in the global metadata space form an unserializable triple with the current access (see line 5 in Figure 8).
We also check if the current access occurs in parallel with
the single-access reads in the global metadata space. If the
current access is in series with the single-access pattern (R1
or R2 ) in the global metadata space, then it is updated with
the current access (see lines 6-9 in Figure 8).
If the current access is a write operation, then we check
whether the access histories corresponding to the read-write,
write-write, write-read, and read-read two-access patterns in
the global space form an unserializable triple with the current access (see lines 12-15 in Figure 8). We also update the
single-access patterns for writes (W1 and W2 ) with the current access if it is in series with the current access (see lines
16-19 in Figure 8). Finally, we update the local metadata
space to reflect the current access.
In Figure 10, statement 9 in step node S3 performs the
first access by task T3 to location X, which has already been

accessed by task T1. The local metadata space of task T3 is
updated with the write by step node S3. The single-access
pattern in the global metadata space for location X (i.e.,
GS(X).W2 ) is updated with the current write.
Non-first access. In this case, the task performing the
current access has already performed another access to the
same location in the past. We use the information from the
local metadata space to determine if there is a need to update the global metadata space. If the current operation is a
read and the current task has already performed a read, the
algorithm checks if the atomicity of the read-read two access
pattern seen by the current step node can be violated by the
single-access patterns in the global space (see lines 6-7 in
Figure 9). It also updates the global read-read pattern if the
entry in the global space occurs in series with the current ac-
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Figure 10: Atomicity checking with global and local metadata spaces for the task parallel program in Figure 1. We use the execution trace
from the illustration of the basic approach in Figure 5. The global metadata space has 12 access history entries. The local metadata space has
two access history entries corresponding to first read and write operations by the step node. There are 3 local metadata spaces corresponding
to the three active tasks. The metadata in the global and local spaces after executing each statement in the trace is shown.

cess (see line 5 in Figure 9). Similarly, if the current task has
already performed a write, the algorithm checks if the atomicity violation can occur between the write-read pattern seen
by the local task and the single-access write patterns in the
global space (see lines 10-12 in Figure 9). It also updates the
global metadata with the write-read pattern seen by the local
task if the global write-read pattern occurs in series with the
current access (see line 9 in Figure 9).
If the current access by the task is a write and it has already seen a read, then the algorithm checks if the atomicity
of the read-write pattern seen by the local task can be violated by single-access write pattern in the global space (see
lines 17-18 in Figure 9). If the local task has already performed a write operation in the past, the algorithm checks
if the atomicity of the write-write pattern in the current step
node can be violated by global single-access patterns (see
lines 21-24 in Figure 9). It also updates the read-write/writewrite patterns in the global space if the entries in the global
space are in series with the step node of the current access.
In Figure 10, access to location X by statement 8 in step
node S2 is a non-first access because the step node S2 has
already performed a prior read to X. The atomicity of the
current access and the prior access to X by S2 is checked with
the single-access write patterns in the global space, which
enables the detection of the atomicity violation.
3.3
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Task T3
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5

Figure 11: A revised data-race free task parallel program from
Figure 1 with shared memory accesses to X in step nodes S2 and S3
protected by lock L.

to X have been protected by lock L. To detect atomicity violations in the presence of locks, we extend the algorithm
described in Figure 6 in two dimensions: (1) the access history in the local metadata space keeps track of locks held by
the step node at the time of the access and (2) the two-access
patterns in the global metadata space are updated with local
metadata entries when the two accesses performed by the
step node are not protected by the same lock and they satisfy
the conditions described in Figure 9. Note that the global
metadata space is unchanged, as the information about locks
is maintained only in the local metadata space.

Handling Locks

Task parallel programs can also use synchronization operations (e.g., Intel TBB provides optimized implementations of
various locks). Beyond data races, atomicity violations can
occur in a task parallel program with locks if there are two
accesses to the same shared memory location that occur in
different critical sections and there is an interleaving access
from another task. Figure 11 presents a data-race free version
of the task parallel program from Figure 1, where accesses

Lock versioning. If a step node releases and re-acquires
the same lock between two accesses to the same shared
memory location, a parallel access by another task can cause
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Figure 12: Detection of atomicity errors in the presence of locks. We illustrate how the local and global metadata get updated as the
statements from the task parallel program in Figure 11 are executed. The local metadata space tracks the set of locks held by the task for
each access. The set of locks held by task T2 when the read to X by statement 7 is executed is {L}. When the same lock L is released and
reacquired by T2, we provide a unique name to the lock, L1 . Hence, the set of locks held by T2 on the execution of statement 11 is {L1 }. The
global metadata space does not contain information about the set of locks held by the access.

atomicity violations. To detect atomicity violations in such
scenarios, we provide a unique name for the lock every time
it is re-acquired within the same step node. If two accesses
to a location are in the same critical section, then they would
be protected by the same lock and would not experience an
atomicity violation. Two accesses are protected by the same
lock if the intersection of the set of locks held by them is
not empty. When two accesses are in different critical sections, the set of locks held would differ even when the critical sections acquire and release the same lock because the
re-acquired lock has a unique name.
In Figure 12, the set of locks held by each task before an
access is tracked in the local metadata space. The two-access
pattern is updated in the global space when the intersection
of the set of locks held before the two accesses is empty, as
shown in Figure 12 after the execution of statement 11.

4.

end processes these qualifiers and generates LLVM IR with
the qualifier information encoded as LLVM metadata. We
use a compiler pass on the LLVM IR to insert calls to our
instrumentation library on memory accesses of interest, synchronization accesses, and task management constructs. The
instrumentation functions are packaged as a library, which is
linked with the executable. We also changed the Intel TBB
library to add calls to our instrumentation functions on task
creation, task completion, synchronization, and to pass task
and thread identifiers. Our prototype is open source.1
Implementation optimizations. To reduce the performance overhead, we optimize the layout of the DPST and
cache the least common ancestor queries. Instead of using a
linked data structure for the DPST, which has low data locality, our prototype overlays the DPST in a linear array of
nodes. Each node in the DPST maintains an index to the parent, which avoids unnecessary pointer indirection, provides
better locality, and avoids the cost of frequent dynamic allocations. We cache the frequently accessed LCA queries to
reduce the overhead of repeated traversals in the DPST.

Experiments

This section describes our prototype, implementation optimizations, benchmarks, and experimental evaluation to measure the performance overhead.

Benchmarks. We evaluate our prototype with thirteen
TBB applications, which include five TBB-based applications from Parsec [2], five geometry and graphics applications from the problem based benchmark suite (PBBS) [31],
and three applications from the Structured Parallel Programming book [21]. The PBBS applications were originally implemented using Cilk [14]. We translated these applications
to use Intel TBB for task parallelism. Table 1 lists the bench-

Prototype. Our prototype is designed for C++ programs
that use Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) for task parallelism. It consists of an annotation processor that processes
programmer-provided annotations, an instrumenter that adds
calls to the checker, and the instrumentation library that
performs the metadata propagation and checking. We use
LLVM-3.7 with Clang as the foundation for processing annotations and adding instrumentation code. The programmer
uses type qualifiers to provide annotations [13]. The front-

1 The

latest version of our prototype can be found at https://github.
com/rutgers-apl/Atomicity-Violation-Detector.
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Figure 13: Execution time slowdown of our prototype atomicity violation detector and Velodrome when compared to a baseline without any instrumentation. As each bar represents slowdown,
smaller bars are better.

locations accessed, the number of nodes in the DPST, the number
of least common ancestor queries, and the percentage of unique
LCA queries for each benchmark. We use M for million in the
table. The blackscholes application uses parallel_for and does
not perform multiple accesses to the same location in any step node.
Our approach does not perform an LCA query on the first access
to a location by a step node (see Figure 7) and hence, blackscholes
has zero LCA queries.
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Figure 14: Execution time slowdown of atomicity checking with

marks used and the characteristics of the benchmarks.
The experiments were performed on a 2.1GHz 16-core
Intel x86-64 Xeon server with 64 GB of memory running
64-bit Ubuntu 14.04.3. Each benchmark was executed five
times and the overhead reported is calculated by taking the
average of the five executions. We use geometric mean to
report the average slowdown in our evaluation.

our prototype using an array-based DPST and a linked data structure based DPST.

our prototype and Velodrome respectively. The performance
overhead for atomicity checking with our technique is 4.2×.
Three applications, kmeans, raycast, and swaptions have
relatively high overhead compared to other benchmarks.
Among them, kmeans and raycast perform a large number of LCA queries and a large fraction of them are unique
and do not benefit from LCA caching (see Table 1). Although swaptions performs relatively few LCA queries, it
has higher overhead than other applications because it has
the highest number of nodes in the DPST and accesses a
large number of memory locations.
The performance overhead of atomicity checking for a
given schedule with Velodrome is 4.6× on average. As Velodrome detects atomicity violation in a given schedule, it has
to be combined with an interleaving explorer to detect atomicity violations possible in other schedules. Our approach
detects atomicity violation with similar or lower overhead
than Velodrome while providing detecting atomicity violations that can occur in other schedules for a given input.

Detection of atomicity violations. We have built a test
suite of 36 programs that exercise various kinds of atomicity violations. Our prototype detected all these violations
without false positives. We have also developed a trace generator that takes the number of tasks and memory accesses
as parameter and generates execution traces. Our prototype
successfully detects all atomicity violations for a given input
by examining one execution trace.
Experimental evaluation. We evaluate the proposed
technique to measure the performance overhead and study
the impact of optimizations. We also compare our prototype with Velodrome [12], which is an atomicity checker
for threaded programs and detects atomicity violations that
occur in a given schedule. We reimplemented it to check the
atomicity of accesses performed by a step node.
Performance overhead in comparison to Velodrome.
Figure 13 reports the runtime performance overhead of
atomicity checking compared to a baseline without any
checking. There are two bars for each benchmark. The left
bar and the right bar report the performance overhead for

Array-based DPST vs linked DPST. Figure 14 reports
the performance overhead of our prototype with DPST implemented as a linear array of nodes and DPST imple-
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mented with linked data structures. On average, the arraybased DPST reduces the performance overhead of atomicity
checking from 5.1× with linked DPST to 4.2×. Applications that have a large number of LCA queries benefit from
array-based DPST.

5.

the observed trace and also in different possible schedules
for a given input. The key idea is to track access histories
with each location and check conflict serializability of the
accesses that may happen in parallel. We accomplish this by
leveraging the structure of the execution, capturing a small
number of access histories necessary to detect atomicity violations, and splitting the access history metadata into global
and local metadata. Our approach detects atomicity errors
that can occur in different schedules, provided the trace seen
by our analysis contains all shared memory operations executed in other schedules in some order. Static analysis can
likely be used to create an over-approximation of such a set
of accesses, which we plan to explore in the future.

Related Work

Atomicity checkers for threaded programs. There is huge
body of work on detecting atomicity violations in threaded
programs [3, 12, 18–20, 25], which detect violations in a
trace. Many of these techniques use conflict serializability [3, 12]. They expose atomicity violations by perturbing executions [25], actively looking for races [11], inferring atomicity specifications [18] and identifying correlation between multiple variables [18]. To detect atomicity
violations in other schedules for a given input, these techniques should be used in tandem with interleaving exploration strategies [5, 23, 24].
Static analysis and predictive testing. Several static
analysis techniques detect atomicity violations through variants of type inference [30]. The false positives from static
analysis have also been filtered by complementing static
analysis with dynamic analysis [8]. Predictive approaches
attempt to detect possible concurrency errors in different
schedules based on permutation of operations in the observed trace [15, 32, 33]. They typically encode the checked
property as a symbolic formula and use SMT solvers to
check them. In contrast, we detect errors by leveraging the
execution graph and by maintaining appropriate metadata.
Data race detection in task parallel programs. The approach proposed by Mellor-Crummey et al. [22] and Nondeterminator [10] were seminal in proposing the detection
of data races for a given input in task parallel programs using the series-parallel execution graph. Subsequently, these
techniques have been enhanced to handle locks [9], to handle task graphs in Habanero-Java [27], and to detect races
without serial execution with SPD3 [26, 28]. Our proposed
research uses the DPST representation in SPD3 and is inspired by the access histories in the All-Sets algorithm for
Cilk [9]. We extend these techniques to detect atomicity violations. Further, our metadata is not proportional to the number of dynamic accesses to a location.
There are proposals to enforce determinism in task parallel programs by detecting data races [17]. In the absence of synchronization, data race freedom ensures determinism [4, 17] which also eliminates atomicity errors.
Tardis [17] checks for determinism by maintaining a log of
accesses and identifying conflicting accesses between tasks.
In contrast, our approach handles atomicity violations in the
presence of synchronization operations.

6.
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